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loses its distinguishing characteristics. The heart
of the concept indicated by a word is that which
at once differentiates it from other concepts and
unifies its components under a common idea.

So for the word 'freedom' to be meaningful and
useful to Libertarians, it should denote a special
characteristic. Ironically, freedom's special
character is negative. It is a complete vacuum, a
'space' in which a variety of options,
circumscribed only by 'the possible', are open.
'The possible' includes natural and human
obstacles.

Freedom is not the ability to do something in
particular or be something in particular. Doing
and being are ways of filling the space. Being
well fed, rational or away from the National Front
are ways in which we exercise our freedom, just
as being starving, homeless and stupid are other
ways of filling freedom's space. That the latter
are not what people usually want is beside the
point, because freedom is not the same as
satisfaction and happiness.

Libertarians do, in fact, believe that a free society
is best able to avoid starvation and homelessness,
and satisfy the wide range of human needs. For
many Libertarians this utilitarian consideration is
their primary goal, freedom being seen as a
means to this end. What genuine Libertarians do
not do is say that freedom, need-fulfilment and
happiness are all the same thing.

To concretise the definition of freedom as a space
filled with options, imagine a society where
individual property-owners rub shoulders with
commune members; where free-enterprise TV's
five hundred channels provide everything from
continuous culture to non-stop porn where trade
union labour competes with independent workers;
where some streets carry advertising hoardings
and some do not; where some transport
companies and restaurants ban smoking and some
permit it; where some families are nuclear and
others extended; where some men and women
have one spouse and others more. Freedom is the
'shop-around' society. What a nightmare for the
busybodies!


